Focus Genetics Bull Guarantee

Certificate of Guarantee
All bulls, excluding those sold for transfer, are guaranteed for structural soundness and fertility for a period of two years from the date of invoice or bull in date (the guarantee period), whichever comes first.

Should an issue affecting the bull’s fertility or structural soundness arise due to negligence, misadventure, illness or disease then no credit will be offered.

Where possible, Focus Genetics will replace the bull with a suitable replacement at the time of claim. If this is not possible then a credit will be placed on the clients account. The amount credited will be equivalent to the full purchase price of the bull less any salvage value.

Any bulls that are insured will be ineligible for a credit if the issue is detected within the insured period of cover.

Conditions of Guarantee
The purchaser must notify their purchasing agent or the Focus Genetics Livestock Manager of any claims within the guarantee period.

Upon notification of a claim Focus Genetics will advise the guarantee procedure.

The purchaser may be required to provide a veterinarian certificate to substantiate a claim. This will be dependent on the nature of the claim and will not be required in all cases.

Notification of a claim must be communicated prior to disposal of the bull. A kill sheet will be required so as to confirm salvage value. Accepted exceptions to this are:

- if the bull is already dead or
- if the bull needs to be disposed of immediately due to welfare issues

Quality Assurance
At time of sale all bulls will:

- have received a fertility check undertaken by an accredited service provider, including a semen examination and viability test, scrotal size assessment and palpation
- have been BVD tested-negative and vaccinated
- come from a T.B. (C10) accredited herd
- have received an exit drench

Focus Genetics Ram Guarantee

Certificate of Guarantee
All rams are guaranteed for structural soundness and fertility for a period of six months from the date of invoice or up to first joining (the guarantee period), whichever comes first.

Rams are guaranteed for issues arising as a result of its own infertility and/or structural defect affecting its ability to adequately service a ewe.

Should an issue affecting the ram’s fertility or structural soundness arise due to negligence, misadventure, illness or disease then no credit shall be offered.
Where possible, Focus Genetics will replace the ram with a suitable replacement at the time of claim. If this is not possible then a credit will be placed on the clients account. The amount credited will be equivalent to the full purchase price of the ram.

**Conditions of Guarantee**
The purchaser must notify their purchasing agent or the Focus Genetics Livestock Manager of any claims within the guarantee period.

Upon notification of a claim Focus Genetics will advise the guarantee procedure.

Validation of the claim may require an inspection by a Focus Genetics representative or an independent veterinarian.

**Quality Assurance**
At the time of sale all rams will:
- have received a fertility check including a scrotal size assessment and palpation
- been Brucella Ovis tested-negative
- been fully vaccinated for Clostridial disease
- have received an exit drench

**Focus Genetics Stag Guarantee**

**Certificate of Guarantee**
All stags are guaranteed for fertility for a period of one year from the date of invoice or stag in date (the guarantee period), whichever comes first.

Should an issue affecting the stag’s fertility arise due to negligence, misadventure, illness or disease no credit shall be offered.

Where possible Focus Genetics will replace the stag with a suitable replacement at the time of claim. If this is not possible then a credit will be placed on the clients account. The amount credited will be equivalent to the full purchase price of the stag, less any salvage value.

**Conditions of Guarantee**
The purchaser must notify their purchasing agent or the Focus Genetics Livestock Manager of any claims within the guarantee period.

Upon notification of a claim Focus Genetics will advise the guarantee procedure.

The purchaser may be required to provide a veterinarian certificate to substantiate a claim. This will be dependent on the nature of the claim and will not be required in all cases.

Notification of a claim must be communicated prior to disposal of the stag. A kill sheet will be required so as to confirm salvage value. Accepted exceptions to this are:
- if the stag is already dead or
- if the stag needs to be disposed of immediately due to welfare issues

**Quality Assurance**
At time of delivery all stags will:
- have been Johnes tested prior to sale
- have an ASD form with animal health status and TB status shown